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State of Washington
Capital Projects Advisory Review Board (CPARB)

Project Review Committee (PRC)

APPLICATION FOR PROJECT APPROVAL
To Use the Design-Build (D/B) Alternative Contracting Procedure

The CPARB PRC will only consider complete applications:  Incomplete applications may result
in delay of action on your application.  Responses to Questions 1-8 and 10 should not exceed
20 pages (font size 11 or larger).  Provide no more than six sketches, diagrams or drawings
under Question 9.  A Public Body that is certified to use the D/B procedure and is seeking
approval to use this procedure on a D/B project with a total project cost of less than $10 million
is not required to submit information for Questions 7 or 8.

1. Identification of Applicant
(a) Legal name of Public Body: Tacoma Public Schools #10
(b) Address: 3223 Union Avenue South, Tacoma, WA  98409
(c) Contact Person Name: Morris Aldridge

Executive Director of Planning & Construction
(d) Phone Number: (253) 571-3350
(e) Fax Number: (253) 571-3360
(f) E-Mail: maldrid@Tacoma.K12.Wa.US

2. Brief Description of Proposed Project
Please describe the project in no more than two short paragraphs.
(See Example on Project Description).

The existing Hunt Middle School (HMS) is located in West Tacoma on a 24.8-acre site.
(See Exhibits A & B) The current building area of HMS is approximately 55,345s.f.  The
original Hunt Middle School (circa 1957) consisted of the original Classroom Building
(49,777s.f.), the Gymnasium (13,303s.f.) and Cafetorium (12,217s.f.). In 1964, a new
Shop Building (4,127s.f.), Gymnasium Addition (4,411s.f.) and Classroom Building
(17,712s.f.) were constructed. In 1968, another small Classroom Building (5,206s.f.) was
constructed and in 1974, a Library Addition (5,569s.f.) was made to the original
Classroom Building. The existing structures are arranged in a campus style configuration
that is connected with covered walkways.  The structures are all located in the
southwestern corner of the site, with grass fields occupying the site to the north and
east.

This project is to replace the existing facilities with a new Hunt Middle School that will be
designed to house 600 students.  The project will likely be wood-framed construction in a
single-story or multi-story configuration. The intent is to deliver the new Hunt Middle
School by utilizing the Progressive Design/Build delivery method.  It is the Owners intent
to hire a highly qualified Design/Build partner who will work collaboratively with District
staff, consultants and the community to program, design and construct the new school.
The site may or may not be occupied by students and faculty during the construction. It
depends on whether or not Grant Elementary School and Birney Elementary School
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complete on time. However, the project will present challenges related to the
construction of a new facility on a piece of property that is surrounded by dense single-
family and multi-family residential developments. The budgeted design and construction
cost for the project is approximately $37,369,000, with a total project budget of
$48,000,000. It is anticipated that construction will begin in the spring of 2019 to allow
occupancy in the Fall of 2020.

3. Projected Total Cost for the Project:

A. Project Budget
Project GMP Budget (includes D/B Fee, SGC, NSS and
 D/B contingency @ 3%) $33,500,000
A/E Basic & Additional Services Allowance   $3,869,000
Subtotal D/B Contract Budget $37,369,000
Owners Project Contingency (5% D/B Contract)   $1,868,450
Owners Soft Cost Budget (Includes Project Admin., FF&E,
Owners Other Consultants, Permits/Fees, Sales Tax, etc.)   $8,762,550
Total Project Budget $48,000,000
Note that the above budget information is preliminary and is subject to change.

B. Funding Status
Please describe the funding status for the whole project.
Note: If funding is not available, please explain how and when funding is anticipated

The Hunt Middle School replacement project is funded from the proceeds of a $500
million capital bond issue approved by Tacoma voters in February of 2013. HMS is the
13th project of 14 projects in total, funded by this bond measure.  Sufficient funds are
currently available from the 2013 capital bond measure to complete the project.

4. Anticipated Project Design and Construction Schedule
Please provide:
The anticipated project design and construction schedule, including (1) procurement; (2)
hiring consultants if not already hired; and (3) employing staff or hiring consultants to
manage the project if not already employed or hired.
(See Example on Design & Construction Schedule)

Note:  Consultants intended to augment District staff are currently under contract.

Project Schedule Start Finish
PRC Application April 20, 2018 April 20, 2018
PRC Presentation May 24, 2018 May 24, 2018
RFQ 1st Advertisement May 30, 2018 May 30, 2018
RFQ 2nd Advertisement June 6, 2018 June 6, 2018
Pre-submittal Meeting June 8, 2018 June 8, 2018
Statement of Qualifications Due June 20, 2018 June 20, 2018
Score SOQs/Shortlist June 21, 2018 June 25, 2018
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Project Schedule Start Finish
Notify/Release RFP June 26, 2018 June 26, 2018
Proprietary Meetings July 6, 2018 July 6, 2018
SOPs Due – Cost and Approach July 10, 2018 July 10, 2018
Interviews July 13, 2018 July 13, 2018
Score/Select July 16, 2018 July 19, 2018
Notify Candidate July 20, 2018 July 20, 2018
Contract Negotiations August 2018 September 2018
NTP/Board Approval October 2018 October 2018
Design November 2018 December 2019
Permitting June 2019 December 2019
Construction January 2020 June 2021
Occupancy/Move In July 2021 August 2021
OPEN September 2021 September 2021

Note that the above schedule information is preliminary and is subject to change.

5. Why the D/B Contracting Procedure is Appropriate for this Project
Please provide a detailed explanation of why use of the contracting procedure
is appropriate for the proposed project. Please address the following, as
appropriate:
5.1 If the construction activities are highly specialized and a D-B approach is critical

in developing the construction methodology (1) What are these highly
specialized activities, and (2) Why is D-B critical in the development of them?

Not applicable.

5.2 If the project provides opportunity for greater innovation and efficiencies between
designer and builder, describe these opportunities for innovation and
efficiencies.

One of the chief benefits from design-build delivery is the ability of the constructor
to collaborate with the designer to increase the efficiency and constructability of
the project. In this project, the Design-Builder’s early involvement will benefit the
project by allowing the constructor to work closely with the designer and the owner
to optimize the location of the building and utilities in a vicinity and in a manner
that will allow the existing, and possibly occupied Hunt Middle School (HMS) to
maintain operations and safety for all throughout construction of the new HMS school
and subsequent demolition and removal of the existing HMS school.

Because the primary goal is to build and occupy the new HMS earlier than the bond
measure plan and in doing so save significant funding on a shortened design and
construction phase, then, early Design-Builder involvement will allow for
opportunities of innovation and efficiencies to reduce the owner’s risk of schedule
and cost impacts related to the cost of time in an ever increasing inflationary market,
the significant lack of labor and material resources in the marketplace due to the
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heightened demand of both and finally, unforeseen conditions on the site that are
surely to manifest as this site has not had any development of significance for almost
a half century.

5.3 If significant savings in project delivery time would be realized, explain how D-
B can achieve time savings on this project.

Between January 2017 and June 2017, construction costs in the greater Puget
Sound marketplace for elementary school projects in the $20 M - $30 M range have
gone from a planned and budgeted range of $290/SF– $320/SF, to an actual bid
range of $480/SF to $525/SF – a $205/SF increase on a $320/SF budget, or a 64%
increase in construction cost.

Traditional development (design/bid/build) and utilization of the bid market is
no longer tenable for this kind of project in today’s market.

One of the primary benefits of selecting a Design-Build approach over a Design-Bid-
Build approach is the ability to save significant time and money in the design and
bidding phases of the project and to establish total project cost earlier. Applying the
Progressive Design-Build delivery process allows for Tacoma Public Schools to hire
both the general contractor and design team under one contract and involve both
entities along with the Owner during programming, design, bidding and construction.
Utilizing the combined strength of qualified design and construction professionals will
allow us to more efficiently design to a budget, plan for early procurement and early
bid packages and get to breaking ground much quicker than the more traditional
D/B/B delivery approach – which we believe may result in not less than 6 months
and as much as a year of reduced time from the beginning programming through
completion of construction over the D/B/B delivery method.

Since the contractor and the designer can collaborate to phase work and increase
the efficiency and constructability of the project, it is anticipated and desired that the
owner’s risk register, schedule and cost impacts related to unforeseen market and
site and resource conditions, will be drastically reduced.

The District believes approximately $500K will be saved in design costs,
approximately $500K will be saved in reduced construction escalation and finally,
another $500K will be saved in greater efficiencies – for a total overall goal of
savings in the $1.5M range.

Design-Build is the fastest delivery method available to a Washington State Public
Agency.  Given the current saturated state of the market for projects in the $20-40M
range and no evidence to support that it will soften in the near future, the District
believes Design/Build is the appropriate delivery method with which to develop the
HMS project.

6. Public Benefit

In addition to the above information, please provide information on how use of the D/B
contracting procedure will serve the public interest.  For example, your description must
address, but is not limited to:
6.1  How this contracting method provides a substantial fiscal benefit;  or
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As described above in Section 5.2 in more detail, we anticipate the D/B contracting
method will provide the following substantial fiscal benefit for the HMS replacement
school project:

(1) Design Savings:  $500K savings goal - Reduce the D/B/B design risk of errors
and omissions.

(2) Construction Escalation Savings:  $500K goal – Assuming a continued annual
escalation plus market conditions in overall development costs, by using D/B,
we are able to build more efficiently, thus saving approximately $500K in
escalation costs.

(3) D/B Efficiency:  $500K goal – The District historically has used a Design
Advisory Committee (DAC) method to aid in the design development of a
traditional D/B/B delivery method school project.  The District desires a more
“developer” defined method to aid in the design and construction of a school
project.  The District hopes to see efficiencies and methods that are not
currently common to school design and site placement, applied to this project
and as such, realize savings as a result.

The HMS project is funded by a capital bond measure that was planned in 2011 and
passed by the tax payers in February 2013.  No one could know then what the market
would be like today – that being escalation that has continued to climb and market
conditions that have responded to a high demand/low supply market of contractors
and consultants, with construction costs that are 50% to 70% higher than bond
planned and budgeted. With this project being reduced by one year and
approximately $1.5 Million by utilizing the Design-Build delivery method, the public
will receive a new school months sooner than anticipated while still saving money.
Utilizing the Design-Build approach will help ensure a fixed GMP and flexible scope,
resulting in a project that stays within the budget and the schedule.

In order for the District to fulfill its 2013 development promise to the Tacoma tax
payers, and, obtain the highest quality project possible within the current market
conditions and available funds, the District believes the Design-Build delivery method
is the best delivery method options to achieve these goals.

6.2  How the use of the traditional method of awarding contracts in a lump sum (the
“design-bid-build method”) is not practical for meeting desired quality standards or
delivery schedules.

As described in greater detail above in sections 5.3 and 6.1, utilizing the traditional
Design-Bid-Build delivery method is not practical for this project, primarily due to cost
and changing market conditions. Over the past year, the construction cost per square
foot of projects of this size, type and magnitude have increased by 30% to 50%. This
drastic cost increase over such a short period of time is due to the market being
completely saturated with similar projects.

More than $16B in capital funding for Washington State K-12 projects has been
pumped into the marketplace between 2011 and 2018.  Based on information we
have acquired so far; local school districts are planning another $3 B in capital funding
for continued K-12 school improvements. See attached Exhibit D for a summary of
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bond measures that have passed between 2011 and 2017, as well as a forecast of
bonds that are now in the planning for 2018 and 2019.

This is an unprecedented level of capital infusion into our local marketplace.  High
project demand coupled with limited and lower contractor and sub-contractor
availability, have driven D/B/B bid market construction costs per square foot for $20
M to $40 M projects, up by 30% to 50%.  Additionally, 2016 showed us for the first
time in a very long time, school projects across the Puget Sound that did not complete
and open on time for the first day of school.  Wainwright ES in Fircrest was such an
example for the District.  The first day of school in the new school was December 5,
2016 and not September 3, 2016.
As a result, D/B/B projects are now not completing on time and they cost more than
can be afforded.  The tax payers simply cannot afford a Design-Bid-Build project at
this time, so it is no longer an affordable delivery option for this project.

7 Public Body Qualifications
Please provide:
7.1  A description of your organization’s qualifications to use the D/B contracting procedure.

In summary – The District has done a thorough job of assembling a team of experienced, full-
time District employees augmented with qualified and experienced consultants that have
significant D/B experience that will allow them to successfully procure, implement and manage
this project.  The proposed PM and internal D/B Advisor are both employees of the District
and both have successfully completed D/B projects within the past 6 years.  The D/B
Consultant, Parametrix, is currently under contract with a Master PM/CM Agreement to
provide D/B Advisory services and augment District PM/CM staff, as required.  Jim Dugan of
Parametrix has more than 20 years of D/B project experience between 1978 and 1998 while
employed by The Austin Company.  The District’s external D/B legal counsel, Graehm Wallace
of Perkins Coie LLP, will assist with the development of the procurement documents, the D/B
contract documents and will provide D/B legal consultation throughout the duration of the
project. Finally, we have retained John Palewicz, former UW Seattle Capital Projects Director,
as our external D/B Advisor to provide current and long-term oversight and counsel.

In detail - Tacoma Public Schools has a long and successful history of planning and executing
large capital projects of size and complexity on time and on or under budget.  In 2001, the
Tacoma Public Schools Board of Directors approved a 30-year plan to replace, build additions
to and/or modernize all of the school district’s aging facilities. In April 2001, the first 10-year
installment of this plan began with the passage of a $425 million bond.

In this first phase of the plan, the Tacoma Public Schools completed 27 major capital projects
valued at more than $500 million in construction value. Please refer to Exhibit E for a summary
of the TPS historical construction experience.

TPS has only implemented the Design-Build (D/B) delivery method once before.  The first
TPS project to utilize D/B delivery is the Boze Elementary School Replacement project.  That
project completed procurement in February 2018 and is currently in the preconstruction phase
of design.  The Hunt Middle School replacement project will be the second TPS project to
utilize the D/B delivery method.

Although the D/B method of delivery has been fully embraced and utilized by higher education
institutions in the State of Washington (UW, WSU, etc.), K-12 has only recently begun to see
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the advantages of the delivery method.  Historically, the majority of K-12 projects have been
delivered utilizing the more traditional Design/Bid/Build delivery model.  However, the current
rate of construction cost escalation and an unusually capacitized construction market have
created an environment that now encourages local school districts to look for a quicker, more
cost effective and efficient method of project delivery.  The D/B method of delivery meets
these needs, due mostly to the potential of a shorter period of time to market and a shortened
length of time to construction completion, yielding savings in escalation and market conditions.

Tacoma Public Schools is confident and excited about utilizing this alternate delivery method
for the HMS replacement project.  Although Tacoma Public Schools, as an organization, has
limited experience in D/B delivery, many of the proposed team members, both District
employees and consultants, have extensive, previous experience in D/B project delivery.

More detailed staff and consultant biographies are provided in section 7.3 below.  However,
the following is a summary of the D/B experience for selected individuals of the proposed
project team:

Kris Anderson:  TPS Project Supervisor (Project Manager)
· Licensed Architect in the State of Washington
· 24 years of experience as a Project Manager
· 7 previous Design/Build projects
· D/B project values ranging from $2M to $120M

Note: Kristine Anderson, Project Manager for the Hunt Middle School replacement, is
a licensed Architect with 32 years of professional work experience at Tacoma area
architectural firms and with the Boeing Company. Kris rose to senior associate at
BCRA (Tacoma) and spent nine years in their Federal Projects studio working on a
range of Design-Build projects, through planning, design and construction phases.
Kris has been a full-time employee of the TPS Planning and Construction department
for nearly three years, serving as a Capital Projects Supervisor.  Her prior projects at
the District have included managing design and construction for the replacement of
Mary Lyon Elementary School and she will be the TPS project manager for the entire
duration of the Hunt Middle School replacement project.

Julius Pallotta:  TPS Internal D/B Advisor
· 30 years of experience
· 23 years of experience as a D/B Project Manager
· 18 previous Design/Build projects
· D/B project values ranging from $350K to $90M

Jim Dugan (Parametrix): APD Program Manager
· 40 years of experience
· 20 years of experience as a D/B Project Manager
· 16 previous Design/Build projects
· D/B project values ranging from $1M to $300M

Note: Jim Dugan, a TPS Program Management advisor that is employed by
Parametrix, has extensive Design-Build knowledge and experience from his tenure
with The Austin Company (TAC) from 1978 to 1998. During his 20 years with TAC,
Jim had D/B project management experience managing the design, engineering, and
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construction of commercial and industrial projects ranging from 23,000 to 3 million
square feet, and from $1 million to $300 million in/for domestic and international clients
and markets. His knowledge of the Design-Build process will be extremely valuable
for the Hunt Middle School replacement project.

Overall District Project Experience

Over the past 15 years, the District has completed more than 20 major capital projects
including new construction replacement schools, new additions to existing schools,
modernization of existing schools and multiple historic modernizations, including the award
winning Stadium High School. The current district project portfolio is comprised of D/B/B and
GC/CM delivered projects of size and significance, as well as the first D/B delivery of Boze
Elementary School

The current project activity within the District is best summarized as follows:

Currently in Construction – Opening fall of 2018
· Browns Point ES (GC/CM)
· Mary Lyon ES (D/B/B)

In Design Now – Start Construction summer 2018 – Opening fall of 2019
· Grant ES (D/B/B)
· Birney ES (D/B/B)

In Design Now – Start Construction spring 2019 – Opening fall of 2020
· Boze ES (D/B)

Soon to Start Design
· Hunt MS (This D/B Application)

The combination of experienced staff and consultants paired with a highly qualified D/B
design/construction team will set the TPS team up for success on this project.  In addition to
the experience of the individuals identified herein, the District’s large pool of successful,
current and past projects has nurtured a culture that strives to make each project managed
by the TPS Planning and Construction department meet the complex programmatic, fiscal
and schedule needs of projects in today’s construction market.  The District’s construction
history is further detailed in Exhibit E of this application.

7.2   A project organizational chart, showing all existing or planned staff and consultant
roles.
Note:  The organizational chart must show the level of involvement and main
responsibilities anticipated for each position throughout the project (for example, full-time
project manager).  If acronyms are used, a key should be provided.  (See Example on
Project Organizational Chart)

Please refer to Exhibit F for the Project Org Chart.

7.3 Staff and consultant short biographies that demonstrate experience with D/B contracting
and projects (not complete résumés).
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Morris Aldridge – Executive Director of Planning and Construction (Director)
Tacoma Public Schools
Morris Aldridge has 31 years of K-12 education experience and 27 years of history with
the Clint ISD in Clint, Texas.  He became ISD’s first Assistant Superintendent for
Administrative Services in 2006 and from 2010-2017 was the Superintendent of
Operational Services.  As a district administrator he supervised the construction of the
new Clint High School using the Construction Management At Risk/GC/CM delivery
method. The project came in $1.2 million under budget.  His role as manager of the
district’s construction projects included managing multi-million dollar budgets and
developing policies, regulations and procedures.  Mr. Aldridge supervised the district’s
facilities assessment and the subsequent 2015 bond election.  His efforts resulted in the
passage (76% approval) of the $80 Million Bond.  Morris came to the Tacoma School
District in July of 2017.

Kristine Anderson, AIA, LEED ® AP BD+C, DBIA – Project Supervisor (Project
Manager) (Tacoma Public Schools)
Kristine has 32 years of experience in planning, developing architectural design, and
supporting construction for educational, institutional, commercial and manufacturing
projects in both public and private markets. With professional degrees in architecture, a
LEED credential and formal training in project management, she navigates clients,
stakeholders, designers and contractors through projects to make smart and timely
decisions, collaboratively.  She has demonstrated project management and leadership
skills necessary to plan, hire, and manage design and construction consultants and
contractors consistent with program requirements, budget restrictions, and schedule
requirements, as well as work collaboratively with all agencies having jurisdiction.

While working as a project manager and architect at BCRA (Tacoma), Kris had significant
Design-Build team experience designing, managing and supporting construction for
multiple federal projects ranging from $3.8 to $17.5 million. Clients included the Dept. of
the Navy, U.S. Fish & Wildlife and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Seattle, Norfolk and
Fort Worth Districts.  Earlier, Kris also participated as a project architect in Washington
State’s pilot project utilizing GCCM project delivery at the Cedar Creek Corrections Center
200 Bed Expansion in 1999.

Julius Pallotta – Internal D/B Project Advisor (Tacoma Public Schools)
Julius has 30 years of construction management experience, managing the planning,
design and construction of industrial and commercial projects in both public and private
markets. With formal training in estimating processes, project scheduling, critical path
approach, risk management and project financial management software. He provides
project management and leadership skills needed to plan, manage, design and complete
construction, consistent with project requirements, budget restrictions, and schedule
requirements, as well as working with all agencies having jurisdiction. Julius has
successfully managed and delivered multiple projects ranging from, $350,000 to
$90,000,000, using, design build, job order contracting and design bid build delivery
methods.  Julius has managed the procurement process of over $2.5 Billion in design build
IDIQ and job order contracting, through the, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntsville and
Seattle District. Julius’ skills include; alternate project delivery, budget forecasting,
knowledge and understanding of local codes and regulations, risk management,
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collaboration with stakeholders, mitigation of claims and conflict resolution.

Jim Dugan – Alternative Project Delivery Program Advisor (Parametrix)
Jim has 40 years of experience managing the planning, design, engineering, and
construction of industrial, commercial, and institutional projects in both public and private
markets. With formal training in civil engineering and project management, he provides
his clients with project management and leadership skills needed to plan, hire, and
manage design and construction consultants and contractors consistent with program
requirements, budget restrictions, and schedule requirements, as well as work
collaboratively with all agencies having jurisdiction.  Jim is skilled at alternate project
delivery, long-range strategic planning and scheduling, budget forecasting and
compliance to the plan, public speaking/presentations and collaboration with
stakeholders, and conflict resolution and claims mitigation. While working for The Austin
Company (1978-1998), Jim had significant Design-Build experience managing the design,
engineering, and construction of commercial and industrial projects ranging from 23,000
to 3 million square feet, and from $1 million to $300 million. Jim’s D/B experience with
Austin took him to Korea, Malaysia, Australia, Mexico, Canada and all major cities within
the USA.

Jim is highly experienced in alternative project delivery utilizing both GC/CM and
Design/Build.  He has served as a member of the Project Management team for a number
of public agency Owners and projects. In 2016, Jim was appointed to a 3-year term on the
States Project Review Committee (PRC) where he, along with colleagues from the
construction industry and public agencies, volunteer their time to review applications, hear
presentations and make recommendations on public entities wishing to utilize alternative
construction delivery methods of GC/CM and Design/Build on publicly funded projects.

Graehm Wallace – District Legal Counsel (Perkins Coie, LLP)
Graehm Wallace is a partner in the Seattle office of the law firm Perkins Coie LLP. Graehm
has provided legal assistance for numerous school districts including preparation of
contract documents and providing legal counsel regarding compliance with RCW Chapter
39.10. For example, Graehm prepares alternate delivery contracts for the Spokane,
Bellingham, Central Valley, Mead, and Port Townsend School Districts.  Recently Graehm
has worked with Parametrix on alternate delivery projects for clients in the Tacoma, Lake
Stevens, Auburn, Central Kitsap, Mount Vernon and Bainbridge Island School Districts.
Graehm has over twenty years legal counsel experience working in all areas of
construction and has provided legal assistance to over 100 Washington school districts.
His work has covered all aspects of contract drafting and negotiations. This includes
preconstruction, architectural, engineering, construction-management, GC/CM, design-
build, and bidding. Graehm has also provided legal advice during construction, claim
prosecution and defense work. Graehm is recognized in The Best Lawyers in America for
the practice area of Construction Law.

7.4  Provide the experience and role on previous D/B projects delivered under RCW
39.10 or equivalent experience for each staff member or consultant in key positions on
the proposed project.
(See Example Staff\Contractor Project Experience and Role.  The applicant shall use the
abbreviations as identified in the example in the attachment.)
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Please refer to Exhibit G.

7.5  The qualifications of the existing or planned project manager and consultants.
Note:  For design-build projects, you must have personnel who are independent of the
design-build team, knowledgeable in the design-build process, and able to oversee and
administer the contract.

Please refer to Section 7.3 and Exhibit G.

7.6  If the project manager is interim until your organization has employed staff or hired a
consultant as the project manager indicate whether sufficient funds are available for this
purpose and how long it is anticipated the interim project manager will serve.

Not Applicable. The proposed Project Manager, Kristine Anderson, is a full-time employee
with Tacoma Public Schools Planning & Construction department.

7.7 A brief summary of the construction experience of your organization’s project
management team that is relevant to the project.

TPS Planning & Construction Department

Between 2001 and 2017, the Tacoma Public Schools Planning & Construction department
has planned and managed more than $772M in large capital projects, in addition to an
annual run rate of $5M to $8M in small capital projects spanning more than 50 school
facilities and buildings across the City of Tacoma.  Exhibit E to this application summarizes
all of this work, as well as what is currently in progress now thru 2021.

Some but not all of the work currently in progress includes:
· Mary Lyon ES - New Construction - $29M – D/B/B - Occupancy Aug. 2018
· Browns Point ES - New Construction - $31M – GC/CM - Occupancy Aug. 2018
· Grant ES - New Construction - $29M - GC/CM - In Design - Occupancy Aug.

2019
· Birney ES - New Construction - $30M – GC/CM - In Design - Occupancy Aug.

2019
· Boze ES – New Construction - $32.5M – D/B – In Design – Occupancy Aug.

2020

The project team D/B experience is summarized in Exhibit G of this application.

The Tacoma public Schools staff listed in this application have been involved in many
design and construction projects and numerous alternative delivery projects as indicated
in their biographies, Exhibit E and Exhibit G of this application.  The third largest school
district in the State of Washington, Tacoma public Schools is also the largest developer
within the City of Tacoma.  More than 30 years ago, the then Board of Directors of TPS
set forth a plan to rebuild the District, one school at a time, until all schools were replaced,
or modernized.  That effort remains in progress to this day.

Morris Aldridge joined Tacoma Public Schools as the new Executive Director of Planning
and Construction in July 2017.  Prior to joining TPS, Morris managed large capital projects
for the Clint Independent School District in Clint, Texas (2011-2016).  The projects listed
in Exhibit E within this time frame include DB and CMAR (GC/CM) projects of size and
significance. Morris’ role as during that time included managing multi-million dollar budgets
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and developing policies, regulations and procedures.  Morris is now in the progress of
planning the next capital bond measure, one that is shaping up to be in the $500M range
and addressing more than a dozen remaining school facilities.

Jim Dugan has served in a PM/CM role for the District since 2004 and has participated in
all projects listed in Exhibit E between then and now.  Jim’s role as Program Manager also
includes being the primary resource for alternative delivery project planning and
coordination of all agencies having jurisdiction.  Jim’s construction experience prior to
serving TPS is significant.  Examples of his significant D/B experience with The Austin
Company between 1978 and 1998 are listed in Exhibit G of this application.

Also summarized in Exhibit G is the D/B experience for both Kris Anderson and Julius
Pallotta. Additional information for each is as follows:

Kris Anderson:

· Kris is an exceptional senior level Architect and PM
· Has a long history of performing in the PM role on projects of size and

significance
· Is currently the PM on the Mary Lyon ES project
· Is a comprehensive planner and detail oriented team member
· Is perfectly suited to the PM role on the Hunt MS project

Julius Pallotta:

· Julius is also an exceptional senior level PM and CM
· Has a long history of performing in the CM role on projects of size and

significance
· Is currently the PM on multiple TPS projects including some of the most

innovative TPS HS programming to date
· Is a grounded, practical, thoughtful problem solver with deep bench strength in

the CM role
· Is perfectly suited to the D/B technical advisor role on the Hunt MS project

A tremendous addition to the team, John Palewicz has agreed to fill the role of external
D/B Advisor. John brings a wealth of D/B experience and in-depth understanding of the
D/B statutes within the State of Washington.  John is currently on the CPARB D/B Sub-
Committee.  One outcome of this sub-committee is the D/B Training Workshop, like the
GC/CM workshop provided by the AGC.  Due to recommendations of this sub-committee,
the first AGC D/B Training Workshop was held to a “sold out” crowd in Q4 of 2017.  Exciting
times.

Both John Palewicz and Graehm Wallace are well known for their respective roles and
alternative project delivery experience.  The experience described above and as provided
in the Exhibits to this application, clearly demonstrate the District and the proposed project
team have the relevant construction experience necessary to plan and implement the Hunt
MS project.  Although the Hunt MS will be the Districts second D/B project and the third
D/B project for Morris Aldridge, the other project team members have had extensive D/B
experience during their careers.

7.8 A description of the controls your organization will have in place to ensure that the
project is adequately managed.
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Consistent with previous major capital projects, this project will be managed through
Tacoma Public Schools Office of Planning and Construction. The project’s overall
organizational format starts at the top with project reviews and approvals by TPS’s School
Board. From there, it proceeds to the Superintendent, then to the Chief Operations Officer
and then to the Director of Planning and Construction.  The District’s project specific
staffing will include a project manager from start of design through occupancy, on-site
construction representatives and support from the Planning and Construction staff.
Maintenance and Operations staff will be routinely consulted throughout the project and
participate in all design phase reviews, value analysis, and constructability reviews.

Over the past decade, the District has developed a comprehensive management system
that has been successful in delivering projects on time and within budget, including historic
and occupied renovations and new construction, during a time of unprecedented industry-
wide cost escalation. Each project has been led by the District’s Planning and Construction
office, and supplemented by consultants, Parametrix Inc., who specialize and excel in
alternative project delivery PM/CM processes and procedures.  In addition, the District will
employ the legal expertise of Graehm C. Wallace, a construction attorney with Perkins
Coie LLP who is highly experienced in the construction industry and with alternative
delivery methods.  The roles and responsibilities of the District, Architect, consultants, and
contractors have been established in a matrix of responsibilities and will be included in
D/B contract documents.

The following high level summaries clearly articulate our organizational controls:

Project Management and Decision Making

· Authority and decision making responsibility will be provided by TPS Executive
Director of Planning and Construction, Morris Aldridge, Project Executive, with
implementation by TPS Planning & Construction staff and Parametrix.

· Parametrix will meet weekly with Project Executive Morris Aldridge, Project
Supervisor Kris Anderson and Internal D/B Project Advisor Julius Pallotta to
discuss project needs, milestones, develop strategy recommendations and
courses of action for implementation the project.

· Jim Dugan will be the primary point of contact for Parametrix.

Selection Committee

· The D/B Selection Committee will consist of District staff, administration and
leadership personnel.

· The D/B Selection Committee will include TPS staff from Planning and
Construction, Operations and Maintenance and others with construction
knowledge and experience.

· The Selection Committee will review the D/B Teams RFQ’s and RFP’s and make
recommendations of D/B Team scoring and shortlisting.

· The Selection Committee will make the recommendation for D/B selection to the
Executive Director of Planning & Construction, Morris Aldridge, Superintendent
Carla Santorno and the TPS Board of Directors.

· Parametrix will plan, facilitate and monitor the selection process but will not be a
scoring member of the Selection Committee.

· Jim Dugan will be the primary point of contact for Parametrix.

Communications
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· The District will use a variety of well-established formal and informal tools to
provide effective communications with all of those involved in the project.

· At the appropriate time, the District will advertise the RFQ and post the RFQ on
the Districts website.

· During the RFP phase, the Selection Committee will meet with the shortlisted
teams in a Design/Builder led proprietary meeting to discuss project objectives,
project approach, project procedures and project specific ideas to allow the D/B
team to complete their Proposal.  Selection Committee will provide appropriate
input and feedback to the D/B teams during the proprietary meetings.

· Once a “most qualified” D/B team is selected, the District and Parametrix will
meet with the D/B team during the design and construction phases and partake
in interim reviews of the program, design, costs and schedule to ensure the
District’s expectations and vision of the finished project are achieved.

Project Progress

· Progress will be reported weekly by the D/B team to the TPS Project Manager
who will report up to the TPS Executive Director of Planning and Construction.

· Formal reports will be sent to the TPS Executive Director, the TPS
Superintendent, the Board of Directors and other stakeholders as determined by
the District.

· Occasional project status updates will be posted on the District’s website to
ensure the public is informed on the project status.

Budget Monitoring

· Tacoma Public Schools will be managing and tracking the program finances and
weighing the cost estimates against budget on a regular basis throughout the
project.

· Financial reporting will be provided on a regular basis to the TPS Executive
Director, TPS Superintendent and the TPS Board of Directors.

· The District will maintain its own project contingency and reserves to address any
Owner driven scope changes, changes resulting from unforeseen/latent
conditions related to sitework or building demolition and appropriate resultant
change orders.

Schedule

· The proposed project milestone schedule will be provided in the D/B RFQ/RFP
documents.

· Successful D/B team will work with District to produce a more detailed project
schedule that will show subcategories for design, permitting, phasing, bidding
and construction.

· Weekly Project Progress Meetings will include 3 week look-ahead schedule
forecasts of activities.

· Monthly D/B construction progress updates with a narrative will be a project
requirement.

· Parametrix and the TPS Project Manager will review the baseline construction
schedule and comment on monthly construction schedule updates.

7.9  A brief description of your planned D/B procurement process.
Our design-build procurement process will be based on a best value approach of
qualitative factors and a pricing factor and the Progressive Design Build delivery model.
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As a Progressive D/B model, the project will be primarily weighted on qualifications (RFQ)
and proposed approach with a minor price factor element (RFP).  Due to the qualifications-
based selection, design efforts by the Proposers will be discouraged.
Our procurement process will include the following:

· Market the project to experienced potential D/B candidates.
· Solicit and review/rank initial Statements of Qualifications.
· Solicit written proposals from the highest ranked D/B candidates.
· Proprietary meeting with shortlisted D/B candidates.
· Interview shortlisted D/B candidates.
· Receive and review/rank Proposals.
· Recommend award to the highest ranked D/B candidate.

The first phase will be to issue a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) with a project
description, published scoring and weighted criteria, proposed project budget, proposed
project schedule and proposed project site information.  The RFQ will also ask for specific
qualifications and experience of the D/B team firms and the key, individual D/B team
members within those firms.  Submittals will be reviewed and scored by the Selection
Committee with facilitation and input on D/B technical and process questions being
provided to the Selection Committee by Parametrix, John Palewicz, and Perkins Coie as
needed.  The District would like to shortlist up to three Finalists to move to the RFP phase.
The second phase will be to provide the Request for Proposal (RFP) documents to the
Finalists. The RFP will include:
· Request for the D/B’s approach to project specific criteria,
· Price Factor Proposal Form
· Draft of proposed D/B Contract documents
A Design/Builder led proprietary meeting will be held with each firm during the Proposal
development phase to allow the D/B teams to test their ideas, thoughts on project
approach and project concepts with the Owner’s Selection Committee for feedback and
input.  Following the proprietary meetings, the Proposals will be submitted for evaluation.
The Proposal submissions with supporting documentation will be evaluated by the
Selection Committee who will receive, evaluate and score proposals form the Finalists.
Parametrix, John Palewicz and Perkins-Coie will facilitate and provide technical
consultation, as required, during this phase.
Qualitative factors such as design expertise, D/B expertise, past project performance,
project management plan, location of D/B team, D/B team capacity, technical factors,
MWBE participation and other published criteria will be the primary criteria for evaluation
and selection.  The District is also considering including minor cost or other price related
factors during the RFP stage as part of the evaluation and selection process.
We anticipate being able to advertise the D/B Request for Qualifications by May 30, 2018.
We intend to review/score submittals, develop a shortlist of Finalists and issue the
Request for Proposals to the Finalists by June 26, 2018.  We anticipate receipt of
Proposals July 10, 2018, review/score Proposals and identify our “most qualified” D/B
contractor on or before July 20, 2018.

We will then go to the Board for permission to negotiate Preconstruction Services and the
D/B Contract terms with the most qualified D/B team with the intent to take the D/B contract
to our Board for approval on October 11, 2018. TPS intends to utilize Parametrix and John
Palewicz, former Director of Capital Projects at the University of Washington, as external
industry experts to participate with us in the D/B selection and contracting process. We
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will also use the services and advice of Graehm Wallace of Perkins Coie for legal issues,
during procurement, contract negotiations and the course of the project.

7.10 Verification that your organization has already developed (or provide your plan to
develop) specific D/B contract terms.

Graehm C. Wallace, JD, Perkins-Coie, will assist the District with preparation of the
contract and terms and conditions.  Development, consultant and coordination between
the District general counsel, Planning & Construction teaming members and Parametrix
resources, will work together to prepare and tailor the RFQ and RFP documents to meet
the needs of this project.

8 Public Body (your organization) Construction History:
Provide a matrix summary of your organization’s construction activity for the past six years
outlining project data in content and format per the attached sample provided:  (See
Example Construction History.  The applicant shall use the abbreviations as identified in the
example in the attachment.
· Project Number, Name, and Description
· Contracting method used
· Planned start and finish dates
· Actual start and finish dates
· Planned and actual budget amounts
· Reasons for budget or schedule overruns

Please refer to Exhibit E.

9 Preliminary Concepts, sketches or plans depicting the project
To assist the PRC with understanding your proposed project, please provide a combination
of up to six concepts, drawings, sketches, diagrams, or plan/section documents which best
depict your project.  In electronic submissions these documents must be provided in a PDF
or JPEG format for easy distribution.  (See Example concepts, sketches or plans depicting
the project.)  At a minimum, please try to include the following:
· An overview site plan (indicating existing structure and new structures)
· Plan or section views which show existing vs. renovation plans particularly for areas that

will remain occupied during construction.
Note: Applicant may utilize photos to further depict project issues during their
presentation to the PRC.

There are no preliminary concepts, sketches or plans of the project developed at this point.
Tacoma Public Schools anticipates this project utilizing Progressive D/B, with the primary
design being collaboratively developed by the D/B team in conjunction with the District.  We
have provided neighborhood and site aerials in Exhibits A, B & C.

10 Resolution of Audit Findings on Previous Public Works Projects
If your organization had audit findings on any project identified in your response to Question
8, please specify the project, briefly state those findings, and describe how your organization
resolved them.
The District has not received any audit findings on any projects identified in our response to
Question 8.



CAUTION TO APPLICANTS 

The definition of the project is at the applicant's discretion. The entire project, including all
components, must meet the criteria to be approved. 

SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 

In submitting this application, you, as the authorized representative of your organization, 
understand that: (1) the PRC may request additional information about your organization, its 
construction history, and the proposed project; and (2) your organization is required to submit 
the information requested by the PRC. You agree to submit this information in a timely manner
and understand that failure to do so shall render your application incomplete.

Should the PRC approve your request to use the D/B contracting procedure, you also 
understand that: (1) your organization is required to participate in brief, state-sponsored surveys
at the beginning and the end of your approved project; and (2) the data collected in these 
surveys will be used in a study by the state to evaluate the effectiveness of the D/B process. 
You also agree that your organization will complete these surveys within the time required by
CPARB. 

I have carefully reviewed the information provided and attest that this is a complete, correct and
true application. 

Signature:

Name: Morris Aid::

Title: Tacoma Public Schools 
Executive Director, Planning & Construction

Date: y'g/45 

TACOMA Hunt Middle School Replacement I Page 21
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Exhibits

Exhibit A Existing Hunt MS Site Plan and City of Tacoma Map

Exhibit B Existing Hunt MS Neighborhood Aerial

Exhibit C Existing Hunt MS Site Aerial

Exhibit D  Washington State K-12 Capital Bond Summary 2011 - 2019

Exhibit E Tacoma Public Schools Historical Public Body Project Experience

Exhibit F Hunt MS Project Team Organizational Chart

Exhibit G Project Team Design Build & Alternative Project Delivery Experience

Exhibit H Tacoma Public Schools Planning & Construction Department
Organizational Chart
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Exhibit A
Tacoma Public Schools – City of Tacoma School Locations

Hunt Middle School
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Exhibit B
Existing Hunt MS Neighborhood Aerial
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Exhibit C
Existing Hunt MS Site Aerial
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Exhibit D
2011 – 2019 Washington State K-12 Capital Bond Summary
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Exhibit E
TPS Historical Public Body Experience
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Exhibit G
Project Team D/B & Alternative Project Delivery Experience Summary
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Exhibit H
Tacoma Public Schools
Planning & Construction

Organizational Chart
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